CASE STUDIES

Made with

!
in the Dragon Valley.

dscout
Dscout enables companies to do moment-based
research in precisely targeted groups of people. This
way, applications are more easily adopted and loved by
the final users.

Money paid in
rewards:

Years of
collaboration:

Active users:

$ 500k +

3+

100k +
Contact
Nick Terkay
nick.terkay@dscout.com

Team:

Project Timeline

Przemek

Complete redesign

Expansion outside US
Localizing the app into

New UI with smooth

Iteration & maintenance

several languages

animations and visual

Any Any tiny bug would be

effects

followed up by our developers

"

!
KICKOFF
IX 2014

Michał

Offline Support
Stable framework for
hassle-free data
synchronization

RELEASE
Testing
Testing played a big role
in app's development

V 2015

Challenges

Our Juicy

!
Solutions

Building a stable iOS app that will develop and pivot in

Moments-based research. Dscout captures thoughts, reactions

the future.

and behaviors as they happen. We deliver quantifiable data —
in a form of video, voices, images and text.

Building the app from scratch with an easy to use User
Interface for people from all kinds of environments and with

Packed with powerful features. Dscout comes with a

minimum technical background.

custom camera component that gives full control over
videos and photos taken. We started from scratch with all

Efcient work management, cooperation with teams from all

the core features combined with a set of powerful editing

over the world in diferent time zones.

tools.
Synchronization that just works. Keeping data synced with

Ability to use the entire app in an ofine mode and synchronize

a server is always the biggest challenge. We made no

data transparently when the connection

compromises here and put in all our eforts to make it

is back.

transparent and easy to work with for a user.

Scaling the app worldwide and supporting multiple
languages.

User interface

Details

List screen

Entry screen

Apply

MIssions

Testimonials

Nick Terkay

Marko Masnjak

Chief Technology Officer @dscout

Lead Product Designer @dscout

We've worked with Prismake for the past 3 years and

What I love most about working with Prismake is that

find them to be reliable, trusted thought partners who

they are highly collaborative and will do whatever it

excel at mobile experience and UI design. They've

takes to bring engaging user-centered app

been flexible in working with us and available at

experiences to life.

various hours to support US time zone differences.

Juicy moments of collaboration

Race Dash
Race Dash delivers results and information from motorsports
events from all over the world. When the chequered flag
comes out, the results come in – straight to your app. Being up
to date in the world of motorsports was never easier.

Race series
supported:

Drivers:

Custom designed
tracks:

9

554 +

149 +

Contact
Erik Stenborg
erik.stenborg@katagrama.com

Project Timeline

Team:
Justyna

Nic

Przemek

Adam

Witek

Maciek

User Interviews
Tested the UX mockups

Development

Technical support

Przemek and Adam

We're getting ready to kick of

get all the details before

developed the backend as

racing season with the Race

we started working

well as frontend

Dash upgrade.

Initial Interview

with potential app

Justyna made sure to

users

!
VI 2017

"

KICKOFF

UX Prototyping
Nic worked with client to
create user experience

Testing
UI Design
Nic proposed multiple
versions of visual interface

Final polishing of
the product

RELEASE
XI 2017

Challenges

Our Juicy

!
Solutions

Rapid backend development. To validate the first version

Customised notifications. Receive push notifications with results

of our infrastructure, we wanted to iterate quickly over

based on your preferences.

our data structures. We needed to manage a huge
amount of all races results from many series like Formula1.

User engagement. Can you predict what will happen,

To make it time and cost effective we decided to use BaaS

before it happens? Test your knowledge in our polls.

provider graph.cool that allowed us to deliver the first
version of working app before the end of all races

Breaking news in real time. Information and results from

seasons.

motorsport events from all over the world. New series
added continuously.

Choosing the key features. Thanks to series of users interviews
and workshops with our client we reduce the number of

Customed tracks. To add some joy to the app we decided to

features. During a few weeks, we had to understand the nature

design our own tracks.

of Racing Sport and make sure that our minim version of Race
Dahs will validate all crucial business hypothesis.

User interface

Your polls

Explore

My series

Dashbord

Race overview

Testimonial

Erik Stenborg
Co-founder @Race Dash

We came to Prismake with an idea. They worked with us, asked us the hard questions,
tweaked it, came with new input, tweaked it again, worked hard long hours - and now the
app is a reality. I can truly say it has been a joy to work with the Prismake team for the past
year launching Race Dash to market. Their professionalism, good taste and work ethic goes
above and beyond in every conceivable shape and form.

Snowcookie
Snowcookie helps everyone who wants to learn how to ski.
Sounds cool? Thanks to Big Data + Technology Powers + Machine
Learning stuff your personal ski trainer is ready for you.

Years of
collaboration:

Investors &
partners:

Awards won:

1+

Contact
Martin Kawalski
martin@snowcookiesports.com

Project Timeline

Team:
Wojtek

Łukasz

Michał

Przemek

Artur

UI Prototype
We’ve prepared a
functioning prototype basing

First lines of code

UI/UX Iterations

on provided graphics

Michal has built a map

The app went through couple

component

of design changes

!
XII 2016

⛷

KICKOFF

Team expansion
Łukasz & Wojtek joined
the team

Testing
Backend & hardware
Beta API release,
bluetooth communication

Michałtested the
app on the slope in
Szczyrk

RELEASE
2018

Challenges

Process a big amount of data coming from the sensors.

Our Juicy

!
Solutions

Maps: a great amount of data obtained by sensors bring the
challenge of properly visualizing it on a mobile screen. We've

Ensure long battery life even under unpredictable

built a custom framework for efficient drawing on maps

circumstances, like poor weather conditions (low temperature,
constant communication over Bluetooth).

Bluetooth communication with snowcookie tags. Gathering
data from 3 sensors simultaneously at a 50Hz frequency, in

Visualize skiing data on the map in a beautiful and

rough conditions (snow, low temperature) is not the easiest

understandable way.

task. But nothing was impossible with a little of good will.

Advise on the app’s architecture to ensure stability for a

Skiing. You can't understand final users if you don't get into

long time.

their positions. Using the app in the warm office is nothing
like using it on the freezy slope. Throughout the app
development, the team was skiing and testing the app in a
real-life scenario.

User interface

Settings

Chellenge sceen

Map

Improve

Chanllenges

Juicy moments of collaboration

Paperity
Paperity is the way towards more efficient scholarly communication
in all research fields, from Sciences, Technology, Medicine, to Social
Sciences, to Humanities and Arts. Our ultimate goal is to aggregate
100% of Open Access literature, published in any place around the
world, in any field of research.

Science papers
available:

Journals
available:

1 401 371

4 228

Highlights:

OpenScience
First mobie app

Contact
Maciej Wojnarski
mwojnarski@paperity.org

Team:

Project Timeline

Nic

UI/UX design

Smart development

Nic proposed a visual

Using React-Native enabled Artur to build a

interface based on

powerfull Paperity App for both the iOS and

provided specifications

Android Platform.

Artur

"

!
KICKOFF

RELEASE

X 2017

I 2018
UI Design
Based on feedback, design was modified
to match the client's preferences

Challenges

Our Juicy

!
Solutions

Creating a simple user flow that enables everyone to a

Access to Open Science anywhere any time - browse all the

fast search for a needed journal or paper in seconds

journals and articles on your mobile.

Buidling the app for Android and iOS at the same time

All in one. Enjoy thousands of journals from hundreds of
disciplines, in one central location.

Easy & Fast Search: find papers and their full text for
specific keywords, phrases, authors, publication dates,
languages, countries of origin

User interface

Language select

Paper information

Journals

Papers

Paper viewer

Testimonial

Marcin Wojnarski
Chief Executive Officer @Paperity

It was real pleasure to work with Prismake on developing Paperity Reader app. Prismake
delivered top-notch software and introduced all enhancements we asked for during the
development cycle. The application does everything it should and features very clean and
cute design. Great kudos to all Prismake team!

Talixo
Talixo provides the possibility to book quality taxis and limousines
online. It is a simple way to save money with the pre booking
option and a number of discounts and/or bonus points.

Active users:

Cities available:

Countries
available:

100 k +

560

95

Contact
Krzysztof Kulig
kulig@talixo.com

Project Timeline

Team:
Przemek

The kick-off meeting

Development

Gathering all information about

Preparation of a complex white labeling system

tech specifications and user

to generate a uniquely branded application for

needs

multiple companies

!

"

KICKOFF

RELEASE

VIII 2015

IX 2015
Creating an effective workflow
Daily standups, weekly sprints,
and retrospectives

Michał

Product Development
The Talixo team is currently
working on product marketing
and sales

Challenges

Cooperation on a daily basis with a fast growing startup.

Our Juicy

!
Solutions

Daily standups to monitor the progress and to make sure that
we are on the same track.

Preparation of a complex white labeling system to generate
a uniquely branded application for a number of companies.

An effective flow of gathering feedback and collecting the
client's requirements in order to improve the app.

Each month, based on the client’s’ specific requirements, we
had to release 5-10 new white-label application.

User interface

Prebooking

Booking confirmed

Bookings

Select vehicle

Confirm booking

Testimonial

Krzysztof Kulig
Chief Technology Officer @Talixo

Prismake has assisted us with the Talixo mobile app development for almost a year. We
delivered a redesigned experience of our customer application and a white labeling system
for b2b Talixo. I recommend Prismake as a team, they are extremely collaborative and care
deeply about good UI, sophisticated animations and interactions.

Juice.
Prototype your mobile animations, fast and easy.
Whether you’re a developer or a designer - Juice app will
save hours of your work.

Number of
crashes:

0

Awards won:

WWDC
Scholarship

Contact
Matt Łobodziński

Michał Śmiałko

matt@prismake.com

michal@prismake.com

Project Timeline

Team:
Przemek

IV 2016

Maciek

Gap in the market

Scheduled

During another product development, we

We want to support the community

constantly prototype different animations. We

and enable building greater products.

notice there's no tool on the market that enables

That's why we will open-source the

prototyping right on the final device

entire codebase.

"

!
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Michał

Rewarded by Apple
Prismake's team built a quick
prototype and won the WWDC
ticket as a reward

RELEASE
X 2016

Challenges

Our Juicy

!
Solutions

Adding joy to the prototyping process for both designers

Mobile first animation prototyping tool. Juice enables you to

and developers.

create every animation you want in a matter of second.

Building a juicy MVP that validates our hypothesis but also

Every small parameter matters. Adjust damping, delay and

catches the user's attention.

all crucial conditions. Add spring to your animation with one
tap.

Considering the user's actions and needs when it comes to
prototyping.

Use a variety of animations. Translate, scale, rotate, change
opacity and corner radius with no limits.

Powerful groups of animations. Combine and manipulate to
get perfectly juicy animations.

User interface

Prebooking

Confirm booking

Main screen

Juicy moments of collaboration

Appstore reviews

Almost perfect, worth every penny
by TheSwedishChed

I love this app. The UI is clear, it’s easy to learn, the tutorial is great. If you’re looking for a
way to quickly mock up UI transitions or animations, look no further, this is it. I’d love to see
the ability to add Text layers in the future, as well as a better way to type numbers into the
specification fields (rather than the custom number pad supplied), but all in all... This app is
worth every penny. It’s going to make my job as a UX/IX/UI designer so much easier when
specifying transitions to developers. Nice work guys!

Testimonials

Szymon Kądzielawa
Founder @Ergo

From the first meeting with Prismake’s team, I was positively surprised. I came there to get
an estimate for my app. I left with an exact and accurate business-product analysis.
During the next meetings, I could count on them for creative brainstorming and honest
consulting. I felt like I was part of a startup team. Not like a client who just entered the office
and wanted to buy ‘software development’ service. With a clear conscience, I can
recommend Prismake to everyone who is looking for a fully professional and creative team.

Marcus Waberg
Founder, CEO @Socialmist

Prismake assisted us at Socialmist with expertise within our iOS application. We received
clean, stable, well-tested code and good documentation where needed.
Prismake contributed with ideas at various stages of our project, including having a voice in
application architecture, investigating solutions, and finding new ways to innovate.

Karl Mc Carthy
Commercial Lead @Tito.io

With a challenging work brief, limited time and a tight budget, Prismake set to work on
salvaging the Usher project. The end result was the completion of the project for which I’m
extremely grateful. The high quality of the platform is the best testimonial for their expertise.

Justyna Pindel

Contact us

justyna@prismake.com

Matt Łobodziński

Michał Śmiałko

matt@prismake.com

michal@prismake.com

Follow us
prismake_lab

prismakelab

prismake_lab

Prismake

